Solar Gravitiscape

When we rise at a certain height, we will see a great and very beautiful art. It is the land itself. Overlapping landscapes of mountains, valley hills, visible from layer by layer, then we begin to wonder how long this beauty formed? whether millions of years, or already billions of years? Is our earth has been so old? How long could this beauty last? The answer is depending on what we do to it.

Solar Gravitiscape is indirectly educate us about the geological conditions of Australia. It also as description of geographical landmarks in each region. The highlands, the mountain, when wonderful source of life many benefits come from. It is natural landscape, it is an art with infinite beauty, incomparable to man-made art. Our ancient landscape has been live for million years, it has a message to humans, only few can hear and feel. The solarscape tries to connect to a message that it wants to tell. It indirectly leads us to go there, see and feel the beauty of geography in real. Go to understand, what message do they want to tell?